
Sent: 01 December 2022 14:26 
To: Business Licence <business.licence@brent.gov.uk> 
Subject: The Kilburn Arms 97-101 Willesden Lane 

 

 

I saw your notice on a lamppost about the Kilburn arms license. 

I had been using the noise app to try and report the constant loud noise when they have music 

events on & wasn't sure if anything was happening so good to see it is now being reviewed! 

Last Saturday the live music usually finished about 11, though started up again and went on 

to 12.30 so I wondered if they had managed to extend their music licence. 

They seem to have music on Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday and sometimes Sunday. 

Therefore, we only have a few nights respite from the constant background noise of loud 

music. I have a friend who lives a few streets away and he can hear the vibrations in his flat. 

Our flat is diagonally across the road from the pub and we can hear bass vibrations 

throughout the night.  

In the summer it's much worse as they leave the doors open so the music is much louder plus 

you have people outside shouting to be heard over the loud music. 

When they have live music, I notice a lot more anti-social behaviour opposite our flat which 

often includes drugs use and urinating on the street. 

It would be good if the pub had some way in limiting any live music sounds or could have a 

limit on the volume levels. 

I also thought the front outdoor seating area didn't have a planning application for it and was 

left over from the previous landlord. Now they have a back beer garden perhaps this could be 

removed to cut down on anti-social behaviour as this is often used after the pub closes with 

drunken people arguing throughout the night. Perhaps this could also be investigated as well. 

 


